Farm
Sentinel
Program
Prevention, protection,
peace of mind

Simple steps reduce the risks
Fire is a leading cause of loss for agricultural operations in Canada annually*. The Farm
Sentinel Program by Intact Insurance is designed to help reduce the risk of fire in your
livestock operations. Through the services of an authorized vendor, the program offers
a simple, effective and efficient electrical safety solution that focuses on maintenance,
monitoring and loss prevention.

How does it work?
Simple
installation

Smart sensors are installed at the main electrical service
by your own electrician. Installation takes approximately
two hours.

Continuous
surveillance

The sensors installed will monitor for electrical and thermal
anomalies and faults on the farm’s network - 24/7.

Detection

The sensors detect:
• Non-conforming cabling and configuration
• Motor degradation and faults
• Faulty or inadequate ventilation and lighting components
• An overheated breaker panel

Communication

If an anomaly is detected, a text message and/or email
will be sent to alert you and/or a designated electrician
immediately.
You also have access to a personalized dashboard to assist
the diagnostic process and identify faults. The authorized
vendor, in turn, will provide support that encourages
corrective action to take place.

Protection and savings
•

Simple set up, with efficient monitoring and reporting processes that update
you or your electrician in real time

•

The program can help reduce the risk of electrical fires and potential losses
as the technology can detect issues and faulty components can be replaced
or repaired before a costly fire occurs.

•

Participating customers that sign up for the monitoring services can save on
their annual insurance premium.**
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Contact your broker to find out more today!

*Source: Canadian Farm Builders Association, Barn Fire Prevention. http://www.
cfba.ca/barn-fire-prevention, **Savings off the premium are applied based on proof
of installation. The customer must provide proof to the broker, who in turn provides
it to Intact Insurance. The discount is applied to the building with the installation, its
equipment and any livestock within the building. Certain conditions, limitations and
exclusions apply to all our offers. These offers are subject to change without notice. The
information contained in this document is provided for information purposes only. The
insurance contract prevails at all times; please consult it for a complete description of
coverage and exclusions. ©2021 Intact Insurance Company. All rights reserved.

